Look ,what we can do for you
with our amazing
Dental Implant techniques
@Dr. Ajay Dental Clinic & Research Centre, Agra, India
Dr. Ajay Vikram Singh
Dr. Sunita Singh
( Implant surgeon)
( Cosmetic dentist)

Case-1
Patient's problems & desires: A very Young guy from Dubai with jolly nature lost most of the teeth due to
gum infections and rest were very much affected. He was not able to chew properly and smile with his badly
looking teeth. He expressed desire to have fixed implanted teeth which should not only be strong enough to
chew but also be nicely looking to improve his smile and raise his confidence which has gone really down
due to his badly looking teeth.
Treatment done: All his teeth except two lower canines were extracted and implants placed at the same
time into the extraction sockets to avoid additional surgery to insert implants. Rest of the teeth sockets were
grafted using bone augmentation materials to avoid bone loss due to socket healing. A set of teeth were fixed
over the implants in the same trip (Immediate implantation with immediate restoration) as the provisional
one so that patients Before
can not only keep on chewing the food of his choice but also to keep his look with a
pleasant smile.
Patient visited us again after 6 months when his all the tissues including bone had completely healed and
mineralised and his implants are ready for the final set of teeth. On second trip, the provisional set of teeth
was replaced by the final more stronger and beautifully looking set of teeth. All teeth were fixed on implants
except lower front 6teeth which were fixed on his healthy canines. Before and after comparative results can
be easily seen in the pics below showing strong and beautifully looking implanted teeth and extremely
enhanced confident smile of the patient.
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Case-2

Patient's problems & desires: A Young guy from Australia with losing natural dentition due to severe gum
infections reported with almost all mobile teeth, inability to chew and unpleasant smile. He was not able to
chew properly and smile with his badly looking teeth. He expressed desire to remove and replace his all
badly looking and diseased teeth and replacement with implanted new teeth. He desired to finish whole
treatment in one trip, if possible to save his money and time.
Treatment done: All his teeth were extracted and implants placed at the same time into the extraction
sockets to avoid additional surgery to insert implants. A final set of teeth were fixed over the implants in the
same trip (Immediate implantation with immediate restoration).Treatment finished in one trip of 7 days and
patient left our centre with strong set of implanted teeth with beautifully looking pleasant smile.
Patient visited us again after 6 months when his all the tissues including bone had completely healed and
mineralised and his implants are ready for the final set of teeth. On second trip, the provisional set of teeth
was replaced by the final more stronger and beautifully looking set of teeth. All teeth were fixed on implants
except lower front 6teeth which were fixed on his healthy canines. Before and after comparative results can
be easily seen in the pics below showing strong and beautifully looking implanted teeth and extremely
enhanced confident smile of the patient.
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Patient's problems & desires: An Indian
lady lost natural dentition due to severe gum
infections reported with almost all mobile
teeth, inability to chew and unpleasant smile
She expressed desire to remove and replace
his all badly looking and diseased teeth and
replacement with implanted new teeth.

Case-3

Treatment done: All his teeth were
extracted and implants placed at the same
time into the extraction sockets to avoid
additional surgery to insert implants. A final
set of teeth were fixed over the implants.
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Before and after comparative results can be
easily seen in the pics below showing strong
and beautifully looking implanted fixed
teeth and extremely enhanced confident
smile of the patient.

Case-4
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Patient's problems & desires:
losing natural dentition due to
severe gum infections reported with
almost all mobile teeth, inability to
chew and unpleasant smile.
Expressed desire to remove and
replace his all badly looking and
diseased teeth and replacement with
implanted new teeth.
Treatment done: All his teeth
were extracted and implants placed.
A final set of ceramic teeth were
fixed over the implants.

Dental Implant in X ray

After final teeth implantation

Before and after comparative results
can be easily seen in the pics below
showing strong and beautifully
looking implanted fixed teeth and
extremely enhanced confident smile
of the patient.

Case-5
Patient's problems & desires: An old age diabetic patient lost his all teeth almost 10 years back due to severe gum infections.
Was not able to chew with all the removable set of dentures he got fabricated at various dental centres. His health was
continuously day by day getting down due to inability to chew and take the required nutritious diet to maintain the good health..
Expressed desire to get rid of his loose dentures and giving him fixed teeth on implants.
Treatment done: All on 4 procedure was done for him and he received fixed set of teeth on the very first day on implants and
allowed to chew the food of his choice from very first day. Before and after comparative results can be easily seen in the pics
below showing strong and beautifully looking implanted fixed teeth and extremely enhanced confidence and health of the patient.
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These are only few cases presented here in this flyer to
make you aware of the kind of implant treatment we are
giving to our patients who are seeking for full mouth/full
arch fixed prosthesis on implants . There are countless
such cases who have been treated at our centre with
implanted prosthesis and received the implant treatment
with a great satisfaction and our dentists changed their
life in respect to their standard of living, raised
confidence, and healthy beautiful smile. There are so
many other implant prosthetic options we are offering to
treat various problems of our patient.
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